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Image not available forColor: Eric Michael Denver boot has a soft and cozy inner lining and soft legs. The full length of the side zipper makes for an easy slip on a winter boot. Leather Import Heel Height: 1 1/4 Weight: 14 ounces Circle: 10 Shaft: 6 3/4 Platform Height: 1/2 You may also be interested in the next product (s) Taking a fresh
approach to business comfort, Eric Michael shoes offer different styles for many occasions. Made in Spain and Portugal, Eric Michael shoes and sandals are the latest in modern European design. Only registered users can write reviews. Please log in or register SHIPPING Shipping FREE for orders that meet the threshold of a free
vessel. A fixed-rate delivery ($15.00) is available for orders under the threshold. Ship orders through DHL or FedEx and usually arrive within 3-7 business days. All customs, taxes and duties are included. Visit the Shipping Information page for the list of countries we are transporting to and detailed information specific to your country (free
ship threshold, delivery assessment, etc.). BEFORE get your GIFTS BY CHRISTMAS Order for Tuesday, December 17 11am EST to get your package by Christmas through standard shipping. Order by Friday, December 20 11am EST to get your package by Christmas through expedited delivery. Order until Wednesday, December 18
11am EST to get your package by Christmas for all international packages. RETURNS Our standard refund policy has been extended until January 6, 2021. We offer two options for a refund: FREE returns for store credit. Send it back at a free price for you. Money back on the original payment method. You will receive a full refund minus
the $8 shipping refund cost. There was an error in the processing of the request. 6pm and COVID-19: Advanced Returns, Shipping and More Updates More About SALE Now! Shop NowTerms Of UsePrivacy PolicyInterest-Based AdsWelg We accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover and American Express© 2009-2020 6pm.com or its affiliates
For prime service, choice and delivery, visit Zappos.com - your one-stop store for the latest in shoes, sandals, dresses, jeans and more! For luxurious and designer styles, visit the Style Room. 6pm and COVID-19: Advanced Returns, Shipping and More Updates More About SALE Now! Shop NowTerms Of UsePrivacy PolicyInterest-
Based AdsWelg We accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover and American Express© 2009-2020 6pm.com or its affiliates For prime service, choice and delivery, visit Zappos.com - your one-stop store for the latest in shoes, sandals, dresses, jeans and more! For luxurious and designer styles, visit the Style Room. Taking a fresh approach to
today's comfort business, Eric Michael Offer different styles for many occasions. Made in Spain and Portugal, Eric Michael shoes and sandals are the latest in modern European design. Made using only the best quality leather and fabrics, Eric Michael shoes and sandals sandals And comfortable. Soft insoles and rubber soles ensure that
you enjoy Eric Michael's shoes. Wearing a pair of Eric Michael shoes will update your warm weather wardrobe. Once you wear a pair of Eric Michael shoes, you'll wonder why you've ever bothered with another brand. Eric MichaelNoelle$149.00MSRP: $189.00Eric MichaelLaguna$190.00Eric MichaelNoelle$188.95Eric
MichaelLaguna$189.95Eric MichaelMichelle$119.99MSRP: $150.00Eric MichaelMontana$190.00Eric MichaelLondon$178.2 Eric MichaelLaguna $189.95Erik Michael Saurora$189.00Erik Michael Betana$189.95Erik Michael Isabella $158.95Erik MichaelLauren $214.00Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 3Rated 3Rated 3 stars from
5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars out of 5I so wanted to keep these boots because I love all about them. But every time I put them on they hurt my feet a little more than my feet. I kept trying and walking around the house, but couldn't make him feel good. The color is so cute and generic. If your feet don't match as much as mine, then get
those boots. Christie from Atlanta December 18, 2020Review for the zappos Awards points (What is it?) In total5Rated 55rated 5Comfort 4Rated 4 Stars of 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Overall I really like these boots. They have good arch support and they have good traction on the ice. It took about 3 wearings to break them
down, and the biggest problem was the friction on the ankle area, but again after breaking them in they were ok. They are also attractive enough to wear with a casual outfit. The Stephanopo also on December 18, 2020Review for the zappos Awards Glasses (What is it?) Total5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 4Rated 4Rated 4 stars of 5Style
5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Other reviews said ran small, but it was true for size. I have 2 pairs of the same brand sandals, and the boots run the same. They didn't have my size in stock so I climbed one based on the reviews but they were too big. I doctored them with shoe strips (they are hard at the bottom), and now I love
them. Don't like white stitching, but darken that on black boots. The 5Thos Reviewer from Los Angeles December 17, 2020Overall4Rated 4 stars from 5Comfort 4Rated 4Rated 4 stars of 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars of 5I now have a pair of these shoes and have worn for over 2 years. They are comfortable for regular clothes, and don't
slip on heels. This new pair is 8.5. The original pair is a size 8. Newer fit very well. These are sturdy shoes that look good for every occasion. The Zappos Reviewer on December 14, 2020Review for the sappos Awards glasses (What is it?) In general1Ter 1 Star of 5Comfort 1Rated 1Rated 1 stars of 5Style 3Rated 3 Stars of 5Could do not
get my foot in them. What a shame. It's so beautiful. Well wellTK from New York on December 13, 2020Review for The Poppos Awards Glasses (What Is It?) Total 4 Stars from 5Comfort 4Ter 4Sterter 4 Stars from 5Style 4Terth 4Ter 4 Stars out download, minus the contrast stitching. I was able to draw a black stitch and it looks much
better that way. Comfortable fit, plenty of room to add insoles. bought them on Cyber Monday discount sales. Not worth the initial nearly $200 price'appos Reviewer on December 12, 2020Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 4Rated 4 Stars from 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5These are vey cute shoes. I love wedge heels and cover heel
design. But I think they're smart. I'm looking for some I can wear all day with jeans, dresses, etc. and my legs are a little wide, so they weren't comfortable for me. My hands slipped out of the straps and rested on the sole edge, which meant I wouldn't spill them long in the case. So I'm going to save the Rockports, which I also ordered. I
love all my Rockports. I've tried other sandals, both heeled and flat, but always wind up with Rockports.KayB on December 11, 2020Review for the zappos Awards points (What is it?) Total3Rated 3 stars of 5Comfort 2Rated 2Rated 2 stars of 5Style 4Rated 4Rated 4 Stars out of 5Wea this shoe was ok, although my leg is a little wide.
However there is no way to remove the shoe bed to put soft arch support. I liked the color and the style was cute, but it will be hard to take care of. The 3rd Star of 5Style 3Rated 3Rated 3 Rated 3 Stars from 5Style 3Rated 3 Rated 3 Stars of 5They felt concave. Lightning outside. Back. A zappos Reviewer from New York on December 07,
2020Review for the zappos Awards points (What's it?) In total5Ter 5 stars of 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5 stars from 5Style 5Rated 5 stars from 5 comfortable and stylish; really like the slightly elevated heel'appos Reviewer on December 05, 2020Overall4Rated 4 stars of 5Comfort 3Rated 3Rated 3 Stars from 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated
5 Stars of 5 Boots is very cute, but as other reviewers have noted, they are not for people with wide legs. Much as I love them, they pinch my leg a lot. They look like they can stretch, but I can't take the pain at the same time. Bummer.Zappos Reviewer on December 04, 2020Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars
5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5'aappos Reviewer 30 November 2020Review for the Zappo Awards Points (What's It?) Overall5Rated 55Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Style 4Rated 4 Stars from 5First, I get compliments every time, when I wear those booties. They are comfortable and quiet. These boots can be worn casually
and dressed. Happy customer. The Zappos Reviewer on November 26, 2020Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Style 4Rated 4Rated 4 Stars of 5These Boots felt and looked gorgeous from the moment I put them on. I gave them 4 stars for style because for me they are too shiny... Lizard picture brilliant ...
but not much that I wanted to send them Reviewer on November 24, 2020Review for Zappos Awards Glasses (What is it?) OverallRated 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5ThIs 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Belal 23 November 2020Overall4Rated 4 Stars from 5Comfort 1Rated 1 Stars from 5Style 5 5Thrated 5 Stars from 5BeautiFul but
unfortunately they were too small for my size 11 feet. My feet hit the end and I had to send them back. Sappos Reviewer on November 21, 2020Review for The zappos Awards glasses (What is it?) Total3Rated 3 stars from 5Comfort 4Rated 4Rated 4 stars from 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Nice looking boot, but bad dye work on
the skin. I bought a gray, which is a kind of greenish-gray. The dye was already looking to wear just from being in a box. All together, where the leg will fold, or where the ankle rubs, the skin has lost its color. If you don't mind the antique look, it might be OK, but I wanted something more polished. Anna from Santa Rosa, California on
November 19, 2020Review for the zappos Awards points (What is it?) In total5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5 stars of 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 stars from 5I love these boots! First, they are super comfortable. Cozy and soft inside. I bought them in black, and suede gives a boot a polished look - sporty but not too sporty to
wear with nicer pants. I can say that it will be my shoes this winter. A sappos Reviewer from Baltimore November 19, 2020Review for the sappos Awards glasses (What is it?) Total5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort 3Rated 3Rated 3 Stars of 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars of 5These Boots are beautiful, however they were a little narrow
for my feet. When I say a little, that's what I mean. I was tempted to leave them, but. decided that my feet wouldn't feel good in them after wearing them during the day. Sappos Reviewer on November 17, 2020Review for zappos Awards glasses (What is it?) Total2Rated 2 stars from 5Comfort 1Rated 1Rated 1 Star of 5Style 5Rated
5Rated 5 Stars of 5Super cute. Super small. I wear 12 they were more like 10, maybe 11. I gave it 2 stars because the size is so off. The Zappos Reviewer on November 15, 2020Review for the zappos Awards glasses (What is it?) Total 5 stars of 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5Style 5Rated 5Rated 5 stars of 5Beautiful material and very
convenient. I usually wear between 6 and 6.5 and end up with 6s in them. My calves are a little bigger than average and they fit big. Baxter from Charleston, S.C. on November 14, 2020Review for the zappos Awards points (What is it?) Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5I bought by Eric
Michael Montana, Brown, at a size of 39 M. I usually wear 8.5 average widths, and these boots fit perfectly, don't want to take off them! BEST PART - narrow calf! I wear size 2 jeans, have thin calves and struggled to find boots that didn't flap open with a big gap. With The boots zip over my jeans and adjustable buckles on a tight setting,
there is a very comfortable 3/4 inch gap at the top of the boot. I love soft, slightly shiny skin and the lining keeps my feet incredibly warm. The footbed is receptacle so I can use my arch supports. The outer sole is rubbery and will keep me upright on the ice. Excellent download that ticked all the boxes for my expectations. Janice from
Colorado November 13, 2020Review for The Sappos Awards Glasses (What's It?) In total1Ter 1 stars from 5Comfort 3Rated 3Rated 3 Stars of 5These booties were terrible. Suede looked very messed up the minute they came out of the box. Looked kind of shiny in spots and they didn't have a positive effect, so I didn't recommend them
at all Christy from Kansas City on November 12, 2020Review for the zappos Awards Points (What's it?) Just 5 Stars of 5Comfort 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars of 5Style 4Rated 4Rated 4 Stars from 5These very comfortable, warm and stylish. I love that they are waterproof too perfect everyday boot for northeast winter. Barbara from Baltimore
November 11, 2020Review for Zappo Awards Glasses (What is it?) OverallTer 5Ter 5Ter 5Rated 5Rated 5 Stars from 5Style 5Terter 5 Stars from 5Inwards feels like a soft sock material'appos Reviewer November 11, 2020
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